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It is in addition to my understanding of God … ACTS 2: 1-12 entitled passage in the NRV Bible passage 

entitled The Revelation of the Past Pentecost passage has come to past and continually comes to past.  

ACTS 2-1-12 is the continuation of the tower of Babel story that continues today as a concurrent current 

moment in dimensional time (present day). 

ACTS 2:1-12 is the revelation of the past viewed as a process regarding Pentecost as the concurrently 

current attempt taken on as a challenge for civilization to take on a new advancement of understanding 

between individual to individual(s) of different societies.  Though the closer step to a pinnacle of the 

Garden of Eden or a dimension of Hell simultaneously concurrent current, it is the process that is closer 

to concurrent current every day in dimensional time but has not reached the Garden of Eden 

completely- though for some a personal quest of an inner look peace has been found.  Yet, with another 

or other(s) peace as a pinnacle is a current constant (common factor) that continually 

searched/quested/treasure map hunted. 

ACTS 2:2-4,   “2 And suddenly from heaven there came a sound like the rush of a violent wind, 

and it filled the entire house where they were sitting. 3 Divided tongues, as of fire, appeared among 

them, and a tongue rested on each of them. 4 All of them were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to 

speak in other languages as the Spirit gave the ability.”  

ACTS 2:8-9  “8 And at this sound the crowd gathered and was bewildered because each one 

heard them speaking in the native language of each…..9. And how is it that we hear each of us in our 

own native language?” 

ACTS 2:12 ‘All were amazed and perplexed, saying to one another, “What does it mean?” 

In ACTS 2-8-9, ACTS 2:12, Pentecost is where God chose to give back to Man translation of other 

languages.  Though language still stays diverse, it is a gift/a tool of use to Man to lead them in a direction 

positive or negative (due to free will) to choose a pathway with others in getting along.   

In ACTS 2 2:2-4, Man and technology with the help of sound waves has taken on civilization to a new 

advancement of understanding.  According to more recent American history since W.W.II and Vietnam 

that was summarized and surmised used a negative pathway that was chosen during those two wars.  

Sound waves being used as a negative element in a time of war as a war weapon.  Element out of its 

norm for victims to believe the worst of fiction and fact placing in the hands of Man to choose to find 

out what is accurate and what was not or what was in question of the unknown to be known and not be 

known for the unknown.  Some could investigate at the concurrent moment (future the concurrent 

current moment)and others a waiting period (past/present/future) of unknown waiting to be known  if 

survival was/will be the end result- then still answers for an individual(s) could be known or not be 

known- with speculation of questioning if information was factual. 

ACTS 2:13  ‘But others sneered and said, ”They are filled with new wine.” 
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In ACTS 2:13, this is God’s warning for the negative/wrong pathway chosen/ the disbelief of factual 

information of NOT using translation in a positive directional pathway.  For the disbelief/a false 

statement(s) one is considered to not be processing information in the correct process to 

understand/take serious/prevent a disaster (some called “Not thinking right at the moment”).   For  

ACTS 2:13 Man is to consider that a gift of translation is to be used in a positive way believe/belief for an 

understanding of oneself and of other individual(s) as a gift to bring back the Garden of Eden. 

Does it come full circle? For the present (concurrent current) moment, the pinnacle was in the very 

beginning as stated in Genesis.  Since the Tower of Babel and Pentecost, the challenge- the final chapter 

of Life becomes the first in Life without total destruction. ₁ 

The summarization surmised for concurrent current dimensional time (present day):  

God’s been granted gifts to Man through these passages.  

Gift one:  All religions- the learning to understand oneself and other individual(s) in the development of 

morals and ethics through worship - the means to learn to get along with oneself and other individual(s) 

thought pattern(s). 

Gift two: Translation-meant to be an additional strength/tool for Man to use too learn about oneself 

and other individual(s).   

The focus is on reaching the pinnacle The Garden of Eden and maintaining it for life to live longer, 

healthier and happier with GOD.  Maintaining may mean advancement to an ever changing pinnacle.₂ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

₁. Additional text added on July 11, 2014 

₂. Additional text added on July 11, 2014 


